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In the last throes of bowel cancer, my father, a keen classicist, would

murmur: “Dum spiro spero”—“While I breathe, I hope.” As my son

Daniel, a Classics scholar at Oxford University, lay dying of Ewing sar-

coma, I would say to myself: “Dum spirat spero”—“While he breathes, I

hope.”

Hope—even forlorn, irrational hope—sustains. Human beings can-

not live without it. The psychologist Victor Frankl, a concentration

camp survivor, noted in his seminal workMan’s Search for Meaning that

fellow prisoners without hope died.

I could not have traversed Daniel’s 5½ year cancer journey without

hope. Of the hundreds of Ewing cases I read about, Daniel’s at diagno-

sis was just about the worst. But, though I knew his death was over-

whelmingly likely, I refused to accept it was inevitable—I came across

at least three cases of spontaneous recovery of seriously ill Ewing

patients, inexplicable in medical terms. Research—rigorous, evidence-

based research—was my therapy. We listened attentively to his doc-

tors but had full input into treatment decisions, for example adding

radiotherapy to all known bonemet sites.

For all their generally depressing nature, statistics could also give

flashes of hope, as when studies indicated that Daniel’s cancer might,

after all, be in a less unfavourable subset. In an expanding desert of

bleak news, wewelcomed any small oasis of hope.

More importantly, weworked assiduously to transmit asmuch hope

to Daniel as we possibly could, without actually lying (save on rare

occasionswhen hewas particularly vulnerable).We encouraged him to

make dietary and other lifestyle choices, not least so that he had some

sense of control over his bodywhile frightening thingswere happening

to it.

I recognise that hope comes inmany shapes and sizes—not just hope

of a cure, but hope of prolonged if truncated life, of pain control, of

deepening relationships in the time remaining, perhaps of greater spir-

ituality. Butmost children, surely, hope for a cure, until it becomesobvi-

ous that it has dissipated.

Daniel certainly did. Emboldened by hope, he coped with all the

horrible treatment and lived life to the full. As well as his studies, he

line-judged at Wimbledon and officiated as a tennis umpire on chemo,

played with the BBC Symphony Orchestra and travelled the world

watching sport. The hope of playing tennis again, and learning lan-

guages, and making a difference in some undefined way, drove him on

to get better. He was chosen to carry the Olympic Torch because of his

quiet inspiration.

Without hope, I am sureDanielwould have given up on life. Unprov-

able, but I strongly suspect that he would have died much sooner, as

medical logic dictated. His rational side must have known the odds

were long, but he needed hope to trump logic. We were acutely aware

that he might be protecting us, that parents and child were engaged in

mutual bravado, but late on Daniel made it clear that he needed me to

be positive. And so I tried.

Sadly, his oncologist undid some of our work on hope. Daniel

communicated early on that he did not want to discuss prog-

nosis or be told scan results. His oncologist—whom I call Colin

McMaster in my book Daniel My Son—thought Daniel should know

things he did not want to know. Against the oft-repeated wish of

his patient, near the end, he effectively told Daniel that he was

dying.

Let me be clear. Dr.McMaster was inmanyways an excellent oncol-

ogist, dedicated tohis patients andwith aworldwide reputation. But he

failed to heed the warning of OliverWendel Holmes Sr, the nineteenth

century physician and poet: “Beware how you take away hope from

another human being.” Even good news hewould give in theminor key,

whereas other doctors used the descant.

WhenDaniel first relapsed,Dr.McMasterwas not unkind, but there

was no softening ofwhat hemust have realisedwas a devastating blow

for Daniel, no expression of hope, no reassurance that there were a

number of treatment options (as there were, even if none was likely to

be successful for long).

With Daniel absent, Dr. McMaster suddenly said: “Daniel will not

be cured.” Prognosis was dismal, unquestionably, but why crush our

hope in this way? He could not have been certain about the outcome,

and indeed two relapses and two responses later he allowed himself a

slither of optimism.

Doctors have to be realistic, because that informs decision-making.

But pessimism need not equate to defeatism. When a doctor gives up

hope that he can cure a patient, what does that do to his creativity?

I worried that, in crushing our hope, Dr. McMaster was also crushing

his own. With so many seriously ill patients, surely he needed hope to

sustain his own morale? Doctors are human beings first, doctors only

second.
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They must not, of course, be dishonest. If they are asked a straight

question, they must give a straight answer. In The Anatomy of Hope, the

physician Dr. Jerome Groopman, whilst imploring doctors generally to

give hope, was critical of an oncologist, well-meaning but misguided,

who told a patient thingswere goingwell when patently theywere not.

The chickens soon came home to roost when he was confronted by an

angry bereaved daughter.

But there are at least two ways doctors can transmit hope to a

patient who shrinks from the harsh reality. The first is to talk casu-

ally about the patient’s plans for the future. The second is to mention,

anonymously, patients with conditions of similar nature and gravity

who have benefited from particular treatment which the patient has

undergone. Some doctors used one or other of these techniques with

Daniel, and theymust subliminally have conveyed hope to him.

I read about a surgeon who explained to a young girl with Ewing

sarcoma that he had placed a port where it would not show with the

evening gown she wore to her school prom, many years hence.What a

message of hope thatmust have represented. A kindly doctor implored

me not to give up hope, however bad things got.

In his last week, Daniel was still discussing going travelling with his

sister. Were we right to let hope linger, as he clearly wanted? I hated

being less than 100% honest with him, because our relationship was

built on absolute trust. But at that dark time his need for hope was the

more pressing.

None of this is easy for oncologists. What to say to gravely ill

children, and when, must be the most difficult part of a difficult job.

Every patient is different, and must be treated differently: there is no

template to download. Doctors cannot execute literally Albert Camus’

advice: “Where there is no hope, it is incumbent on us to invent it.”

However, given research shafts of light and the unceasing battery

of test results, there are, I believe, many opportunities during most

patients’ cancer journeys for messages of hope, albeit grounded in

reality.

Like Desmond Tutu, Daniel was a willing prisoner of hope, and so

was I. Somehow, amidst all the despair, paediatric oncologists need to

recognise the importance of hope and seek conscientiously to convey

it, if that is what their patient wants.
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